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Fax # (301) 415-1101	 May 13, 2008 (9:00am) 

OFFiCE OF SECRETARYSecretary 
RULEMAKINGS AND 

U.S. N uc!ear Regulatory CommisslOn ADJUDICATIONS STAFF 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 

Attn:	 Rulemaking and Adjudication Staff 

Subject:	 Comments on the potential impact of the information collection 
requirements for the proposed rule relating to the Expansion of the 
National Source Tracking System 
RIN 3150-A129 (NRC.2008-0200) 

I am writing to you on behalf of the International Source Suppliers and Producers 
Association (ISSPA). ISSPA is an association that has been founded by companies that are 
engaged in the manufacture, production and supply of sealed radioactive sources and/or 
equipment that contains sealed radioactive sources as an integral component of the radiation 
processing or treatment system, device, gauge or camera. The mission of ISSPA is to ensure 
that the ben~iicial use of radioactive sources continues to be regarded by the public, the 
media, legislators, and regulators as a safe, secure, viable technology for medical, industrial, 
and research :.lpplications. 

We are aware of the comments that the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission has requested 
on the above proposed nile. 

This is to cont'irm that we agree with and endorse the comments submitted by the NSCC-R 
in their letter dated May 12, 2008 (attached). 

Please do not hesitate to contact us should you require further clarification. 

Yours truly, 

Attachment 

-~~ SEL1-olo7I 
ISSPA I, ~ non'plOllt a"oci'lion under Austrian law, having its registered 'eol in Vienna, Amtria. 

,ZD Tower,Wagramer Stras$e 19,19, Stock, 1220 Wlen, Vienna,AuWla T +43 (OJ 124500 3195 F +43 (OIl 2450063199 
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May 12,2008 

Secrelilry, 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 

Attn:	 Rulemaking and Adjudication Staff 

Subjed:	 Comments on the potential impact of tbe information collection requirements 
for the proposed rule relating to tbe Expansion of the National Source 
Tracking System 
RIN 31S6-A129 INRC-2D08-02001 

These comments are submitted on behalf of the Nuclear Sector Coordinating Council 
Radioisotopes (NSCC-R). . NSCC-R Membership includes a diverse range of interested 
stakcholdersl1icensccs (SOUI~~ manufacturers, gamma phmt owners, radiography companies, 
universities, medicaL and gauge users). 

1.	 Is the proposed information collection necessaryfor the proper petjormance ofthe 
functions lifthe NRC. including whether the i"formation will have practical utility? 

The final rule establishing the National Source Tracking System (NST'S) retlecled the IAEA 
Code of Conduct recommendations that are consistent with the NRC's responsibilities under the 
Atomic Energy Act, including the protection of the public h~alth and safety, The implementation 
date for the NSTS has been extended to January 31 51

, 2009. 
The principal purpose of the NSTS is to provide reasonable assurance of timely detection of 
either the theft or diversion of radioactive materials sufficient to constitute quantities which 
should be of concern regarding the construction of a radiological dispersion device. This is 
consistent wi th the Code of Conduct which is to prevent unauthorized access Of damage to, illld 

loss, theft Or unauthorized transfer of, radioactive sources. 

I 

We believe that while the imflementation of the NSTS to Category I and 2 sources may have 
del1ned merit, the proposed extension of the NSTS Lo include Category 3 ,md [/loth of Category 
3 is significantly flawed, considering: 

i)	 The fAEA SaCct)' Guide, No. RS-G-19, "Categorization of Radioactive Sources" 
specifically cites ;~J. section 2,3 that "categories should not be subdivided as this 
wnuld imply a de~n..'e of precision that is not war,anted and wl)uld lead to a loss of 
international hannonization." 

ii)	 The premise that there is potential for aggregation of category 3 Sourc¢s or even 1/1 oth 

of Category 3 to aCategory :2 level is not justified and doesn't support the 
requirement for extension of the NSTS to Category 3 sources. While the language of 
the proposed rule consistently fefers to ·'sources". in reality such an aggregation 

:\-1 '\ i ", ' ...: ,) H 1.}1. ~ j , ' ..\ 1f, 1 
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would only occur ion the premises ofa manufacturer of sealed sources or a nucleonic 
device Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM). These licensees operate under 
enhanced security conditions and opera.te in accordance with individual security 
orders. In the practical deployment of sealed sources they are incorporated within 
secured, often heavyweight radiological shields that Conn an integral part of the 
nuck'Onic device. so their aggregation. while possible, would entail a considerable 
engineering impediment. 

iii)	 The NRC has significantly enhanced it pre licensing verification methods in the last 
few month. performing site visits etc to ensur~ only authorized tacilities and 
personnel obtain alicense down to Category 3 quantities. This, along with the 
existing Iicensing,demands necessary tor the operation of source manufacturing, the 
registration of radioactive devices, their di~1ribution, pre-licensing verification, 
transfers of sourc:;~ under existing security orders to verify new users and the flagging 
of significant changes in ordering patterns, and the subsequent inspection and 
enlbrcement of all these existing requiremenL", provide an thorough regulatory 
environment and data base that allows adequate "safeguarding" of the "sources". 
While it is suggested in the proposed rule that "adding such sources to the NSTS 
would provide for increased accountability for these sources because there would a 
near reaJ-time knowledge (sic) of source whereabouts and an ability to confirm an 
individual Jiccn.'iC~'S account oftheir sources" we do not believe that such inclusion 
would significantly improve on the current accountability. Neither do we Wlderstand 
how extension of :the NSTS to Category 3 sources would aid in preventing or indeed 
enabling the earli¢r identification of malicious activities over and above the existing 
licensing, audits and inspections carried out on licensees by the NRC or Agreement 
states. 

iv)	 The significant increase in data records that would have to be accommodated by the 
NSTS by the potential inclusion of Category 3 and l/W'h Category 3 begs the 
question as to how the NRC will monitor this data to identify potential malicious 
practices? We do not recognize how such a data base can assist in the prevention of 
source aggregation, as envisaged, nor the earlier identification of such potential 
malicious activiti¢S. 

2. Is the estimate ofbu;den accurate? 

We do not believe the estimate of burden to be accurate. The estimated burden on licensees is 
unfounded, as licensees (the Users) have not seen a draft version of the database. Without 
knowledge of how the datalYd.se works or how it is going to he integrated makes it impossible to 
assess how much time and effort needs to be expended to use the database for both the initial 
start up and ongoing day to day usage. An accurate assessment of the burden can only be made 
once the licensees have viewed the database and experienced how it works. 
Further, we believe it is presumptuous and premature tor the NRC to eX1.rapolate potential cost 
burdens for the possible incl~sion of Category 3 and I110th Category 3 sources when no such 
system is currently in place tor the priority Category 1 and 2 sources (implementation date 31 S! 

January, 2009). Stakcholdersisuch as source manufacturers, .radioactive device OEMs and large 
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licensees have had no direct involvement in the NSTS since fall 2006. Additionally no test 
programs have been trialed nor tmining given to potential participants. 

The estimated annual cost given in the OMB for expansion for Category 3 and one tentb 
Category 3 was $7.7 M each for the first three years and $7 M every year after that. We do not 
consider that the supposed benefits of the expansion of the NSTS justify this potential 
expenditure; in fact we belie'(t> that should such a budget be available, then the primary aims of 
the NSTS would be better served by allocation of such funds to the provision of ensured disposal 
sites for the secured disposal pf sealed sources that arc surplus to industry requirements. This is a 
significant issue, due to the lqss of BamwcH for the disposal of Category 3 and below sources; 
many small licensees will have no route of disposal resulting in a much more important security 
concern that needs to be addressed. 

3.	 Is there a way to enhance the quality, utility, and clarity ofthe inforltUltion to be 
collected? 

As stakeholder involvement has to date been essentially zero, it is necessarily difficult to advise 
or comment on enhancement or general quality improvement for a system that has yet to be 
"declared". There is significant stakeholder concern at the volume of data potentially re!juired 
and the lack ofpresent advisqries a'i 10 the mechanisms of electronic uploading to a central data 
base. 
Particular concern exists at tlie inclusion of perceived unnecessary data. From the fLoal rule for 
Category 1 and 2 sources, it was detennined that manufacturers have to register two entries, one 
upon initial manufacture and pne upon actual transfer from their premises. This requirement will 
result in an additional 30010 oftbe total transactions listed. In light of the secure environment 
existing at source manufactuiers' premises, this reqqirement retlects an unnecessary burden on 
the manufacturer and the NSTS data base. 
We do not understand how sl!r.h a reporting requirement assists in accomplishing the primary 
aims of the NSTS? 

4. How ron the burden ofthe informJltion colledion be minimized, including the use of 
automated collection tecJmiques 

The estimate of time needed for both NRC and the licensees to reconcile a discrepancy in the 
day-to-day transfers, is greatly underestimated. In most ca<;;es there will he investigations between 
the user, the transferor and the regulatory authority to resolve such issues. Industry experience in 
locating potentially missing packages indicates that it takes many hours to accurately track down 
and resolve such OCClJlTCnccs~ 

We appreciate the opportunity to provide these comments on the proposed rule and shall be glad 
to provide clarification oT,additional information if required. 

~
 
Scott Surovi 
Co-Chair, NSCC-R 
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447 March Road 
Ottawa, Ontario 
K2K IX8 Canada 
www.mdsnordion.com 

6AD~ 
Nordion 

Facsimile 

Date: May 12, 2008 From: Carol Chateauvert 

To: Secretary 

Company: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Phone: 613-592-3400 

Fax: (301)415-1101 Extension: 2173 

cc: Fax: 

Pages: 5 (incl, cove, page) 

Subject: Attention: Rulemaking and Adjudication Staff 

Comments on the potential impact of the infonnation collection requirements for the proposed rule 
relating to the Expansion of the National Source Tracking System 
RIN 3150-A129 (NRC-2008-0200) 

ThiS message is intended only for L"'If! use of the ir"ldividual or entity 
to wtlictllt IS addressed' and may contaifl, information which IS privileged, 
confidential or subjecllo copyrfght, Any unauthorized use, disclosure, 
distrIbution or copying of thIS communication by anyone otner t.'lan lle 
Intended recipient:s stric~y prohibited. If you have received this 
mess,age in error, please notify us immediately. Than~ ycu. 


